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What are the Definitive Procedures and Instruments Used to Incorpopate

Chemotherapy Orientation and Preparatton for Effective Team,Memhetiship,

During Inservice and Preservice Training of Teachers and Adminiratora?
4

During the past few months, I have been asking stud ts at Delta State
A

and teachers in the public schools how much they needlo know Atcillt medications

./

children are placed on and how much do they curreny'y know. I found four facts:

1. These is a general lack of kyowre,,d4 abOut drugs and their

effects on children.
2. Many teachers know something ut drugs classified as X.

stimulants and especially'Rit, in when used to control

hyperactivity.
3. Most teachers are afraid o the side effets of drdgs.

4. Most teachers are oppoSe to placing children on medication.
./

it is important for public sc401 personnel to know about drugs because

///

theteacher plays a large r9le 34 drug therapy. If drugs are ignored by the

publid schools, their useful ess e6uld be diminished. Since there are over

10,000 prescriptign drug_ and another 10,000 over the counter drugs; it is

Cfertain that a numbers of children in moSt school systems will be on medication.

Most teachers and idministrators are completely excludedjrom the deci-/ion of

1/4

placing thildr n on drugs and have no contact with the person prescribing thm.

.*Therefore, school personnel frequently oppose. drug therapy because of,the lack

of knowfedge and lack'of communication:

If the person prescrifbing childhood medications has sk1-P1 and expertise

in drug the.rapy with children and has much experience,in this area, then /

there may be no worry or concern that drug therapy is the most appropriate *,/

alternative. However, if the drug precri-ption has not been specifically

frained in emafional and behtivioral proble6s.Of children, ygu as the teaChey

need to be more awa,ye of potential problems and need to tdonitor behavior

after drug therapy has begun.

1



In too dany Vol systems, one or two peopn make placement'and

,f4r

remedial education decisions. The best placement and remediation pro e-
,

dure-would be one of a multidisciplinary team approach where eac rson

workirm'with the *child pffers his or her ownexpertise in dealln

children's problems. We are all expertS in softie areas Nut not very

area 80 it would be great if group decisions could be made usin
400000P

-V
persop's expertise. As ap example, .a pediatrician is knowledgeab out

health and mediication and can provide input from this frame of reference.

If_a child has dietary or nutritional problems, a nutritionist may help

parents devise diets and menus that may be needed _in the child's remedial

procesS: A social worker may help with family problems and changing the

-home environment. A school psychologist can proyide input from the testing

wsults
working with emotional and behavioral prOblems. The regular teachsj-

, I
and special'education teacher would be able to provide educational inpqt.

If the experts work together, the best remedial procedures can be deter-

mined. Thenmaybe,we can say all children placed on drugs really need to be

placed on drugs and the others will be treated with some other type of treat-

ment. This is a long %gay off in many school systems.

The teacher and administrator needs to be aware of terminology concerning

medications and also need to determine whether the'ehild is progressing,

maintaining himself, or r,egressing after being placed on medication. The

rest of the paper concerns conceptS th.e teacher needs to know in order to

communicate.about drug therapy.

It is impoYtant for the-teacher to know about drug administration and

related terms as many drugs are administered the schools. Most drugs

admiristered in the school are taken orally in liquid,hablet, or capsule

form. The term, abso4tion, is used to incilicate that the drug must be

c**
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sotuable in the stomach or be changed into a fluid where.it is carried into

the intestine, passed through the cells of the digestive tract and then

passed into the blood stream. If the drug is alfeady in liquid form, or

in a solution, it tends to be more rapidly absorbed Than tablets or capsules.

There at-e several concerns.of oral administration of drugs. Some-drugA

,

are poorly manufactured and may not dissolve or pass into the blood stream.

Therefore, the drug cannot-benefit the child. Other drugs may lead to

vomiting or stomach problems. The amoudt of drug in a tablet or capsule can

'be calculated, but we cannot accurately predict how much of a drug will be.

absorbed into a specific child's blood strea% As a drug goes through the
. 0

4,. . . .
,

,circulatory system, it is spread throughout the bOdy. Much of the'drug is

4
in contact with °remote segments of the body where no drug is needed. Ottler

drugs cling to protein in the body and, therefore,.miss contact with the

segments we wish tt, contirol.

k
The rate of absorpilion can also be 'influenced by the following: changes

in the acidity of the stomach; the presence of other drugs in the stomach;
I

less than adequate blood supply; illases influencing the rate food

passes throu6 the system; and chemicals in the food whiCh may slow down or

speed up,the digestive process. Because of these problems., it is frequently

recommended drugs should be'administerd one or two hours after eating.

It is alsoNimportant to know about absorption betause if the drug is

given t the wrong time, the effects of the drug may wear off and.the child:

may act Itr no drugs have been administered. ,Or the child may get too much

of the drug through overlap, creating severe problems.

A dosage is the amount-of medication a child 'is administered t one time.

It is usually assumed considerable information hast been collected about

dosages before the drug goes on the market. However, this is often not the
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case. Much dosage information is collected on animal experithents and little

4

on humans. Usually references using c4k1dren have been Made with experimental

studies done on patients receiving too much of a particular drug.

On widely used drugs, we can fairly accuratelyestimate theltperapeutic

,

range, of the drug. Thisymirowever, vAies widely.because of the chemical

make-up of 'each individual. But one cannot go with the average dosage` a,s

each individual is different and it is never known how a particular drug may
v

affect a child. So when b inning a child bn a medication, one begins with a

1
qr.

,

lOw dosage which is usually below the therapeutic range. The dosage is

gradualty.increased until the desired response is obtained. This is called

to*
titration. Medications have recommended minimum and maximum dosages although

some chi.ldren do not fit into these. If unwanted or intolerable side effects

.emerge, the dosage needs to be redpced or stopped.

Seven to ten percent of al/1 speciai education 'children receive more than

one drug per day. ,Frequently, one will find medications for behavior problems

and convulsive disorders. -.However, one may also find a child on fwo medications

with one,drug controllini the side effects of the other. Frequently, parents

give a child over the counter drugs to combat various symptoms such as colds,

flu, or headaches which could lead to intolerable drug interactions.

Two drugs interacting within the system may cause many prohlems. The

absorption rate may be increased oi\ decreased. Serious side effects may ,

evolve. Some drugs inhibit the work'of another drug. Others may break down

drugs. .Two drugs may affect a chile,s system in the same way making the

medications additive, producing a serious orteVen fatal outcome. Many

parents are unaware of or do not think about potential interaction problems

so we need to reMind and educate parents of this.. Share your information

and concerns with parents and then they may be more willing to monitor behavior

at home and communicate more with the physician.
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Each,person reaches a tolerance level a,t which point the same dosage

of the drug no longer has an effect on the.child.' In some drugs, such as.

Ritlan,- when this 'happens; the'physician usually just increases the dosa,ge.

Other children show dramatic improvement on the medication then suddenly

become completely immune. Tolerance level has bean rclached. The tolerance

level of some drugs is changediw the child grows and mofe and more drugs
P \

,are needed as the child's body size becomes larger.

Repeated drug administrations may increase the rate at which drugs

move through body. Some drugs stimulate the metabolic process which

is respOnsible fOr the breakdown of the drug. The child then needs more

and more durgs to achieve the same effect.

The length of time a child needs to be'Ln medication before the effects

of the drug can be assessed vartes from child to child. Some responses are

immediate while, others may take several wee_ks before the effects are noted.

Two weeks is usually an adequate trial period unless the side effects are

so devastating _the drugs need to be ceased. pich child rleeds a drug-free

period during the year in which he goes off the medicatiats6 During this

time an assessment can be made foroontinuing a child on drugs. It is -

alWays possible.the child may be cured and does not need to continue.on
(

medicatian, Unfortunately, many .children'do not receive this "drug vacation."

A All drugs have side effects. 4 Sae Are trivial while others seriously

impair the child's health. Some side effects begin soon after drug therapy

has begun while other side effect s. may go unre.cognized for months or years.

A desired drug-effect for one person' may be an adverse effect for another.

person. There Ae various'types of side effects. One type is a functional

%side effect Which causes a change in the function of an organ such as the

side effect's of the nervous system which may produte,head ches, slurred

spetchr,poor coordination, Cr dizziness. These are reversible and go away when
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when the drug administration is topped. A second type of side effect is

:bicichemical, where reactions are a..7-,sociated with various organs. An
4

example of this type of reaction could be.an alteration in the balance of

hormones in the body or.changes in blood coagulation. ThiS type of reaction

is usually eversible after treatment is stopped. The third type of side.
-

I
effect change is the most serious and changes the structure of an organ.

An example of this could be alcohol changing the structure of the liver.

Many teachers are interested in finiling a source book to become

\
knowledgeable about what side effects to watch for. First, the teacher

t's

needs to be aware of generic names and.trade names to i'_now what is being

talked about. A generie name is the scientific name while the trade name

is the registered'trade mark of the manufacturing Company. lThually

parents know the trade name of.a drug and use,his name when discussing

the drug with the teacher.

The best source of drug information is-the physician's.Desk Reference

whicil includes sections on product names, identification, classifications,

k

and information,.generic and chemical names, and a guide to the management

04

of a drug overdose. Other books such as Chtldren on Medication: A Primer

for School fiersonnel by Kenneth Gadow and published by CEC are aTso available.

In order for.drugs to be most effective, teachers need to get information

, from physicians and to feed back information, to them about the child's

behaviors and observed side effects. Me teacher's monitoring may make a

difference as to whether the medication is changed, kept the same, or
.

discontinued. Teachers receive little training regarding psychotropic and

antiepileptic drugs. Physician, teacher, and parent ,interaction is limi:ted.

.
Monitoring and evaluation proeedures and instruments are poor. So the teacher

is in a poor position to receive and provide good drug information.



In order to improve upon communication, it is recommended before a

child is placed on medication the teacher deci,des exactly what the chfld's

behaviors are. The teacher should define the behaviors that bother herthe

most in exact behavioral terms,so that anyone can observe the behavior and

a
knout.tbat it has occured. An example of how to keep track of the bothersome

behaviors is presented'in Handout 1. The teacher.should keep records on the

child's behavior before, during, and after drug therapy. This way the,teacher

4
etermines whether the behavior decreased, maintained, or increased afte4)

drug therapy was begun.

A second Procedure is`presented in Handout II. This Js an example of

a. behavior checklist to record schoo4 behavior that can be used also or can

be devised to meet one's own needs. The child's behaviors are observed and

a check mark placed in the appropriate column indicating the prevalence of

the behavior. This should be completed before drug therapy is begun, period-

Jeally durink drug therapy, and then after drug therapy has been terminated.

A By doing this, one can easily determine changes in the child's behavior'

before during, and after drug therapy. If behavior chang!s to.the better

Chlkoice of treatment. However, if behavior changes for the worse, 'or if .

serious side effects evolve, drug therapy may have been a poor choice of

treatment. Likewise, we can determine if the appropriate decision,has been

made to take tIlie child off drugs. Another form one could use would be

"Conner's Abbreviated Teacher Rating Scale."

Many teachers complain that physiciansAld psychiatrists do not want

teacher input and do not want to communicate with the teachers. If a physician

or psychiatrist refuses to discuss the teacher:ps information br to consider the

informa4on in prescribing medication, the teachers c'an, advise the parents

to sel a different physician or pgychiatrist. Teachers should keep an

open dPalogue, wi, or several physicians in the area: This could then



be a person to whom parents could'he referred when their own physicians .

are uncooperative.

It is not important to know every piece of information about a child's

background and everything that has ever happened to the chijd. In fact,

one,may know too much abouya child whict may bi one's expectations about-

the child's ability and performance. But one should know enough information

-
f about the child's background and ability levels so the teacher can tell if

the Ichild is functioning better or worse on drug therapy. As attexample,

a child with poor gross motor control problems such. as hitting or!

catching a ball or fine motor problems such as holding a pen.cil appropriatilA..

before going on medication and continues to have these problems after

medication has begun, it can be said medication is not causing the problem.

However, if the child is placed on medication withouts-mayor problems

ahd develops them after medications have been initiated,-orie could say.the

medication is causing the motor problems. There is then no reason to try

to remediate the problem because the problem will be eliminated when drug c'

therapys wninated.

The teacher also needs,to know about drug clpssifications and the reasons

for using particular drugs. This information has already been covered in the

other presentations.

The final type of linformation the teacher needs to be concerned about is

reearch indicating the-effects of drug therapy on children in school. The

.most recent review of research on psychotropic drugs and learning problems

* ss

waS by Aman-in the February, 1980, Javrnal of Learning Disabilities. He

found that'on stimulants, attention span, pailp 'associate learning, short-

term memory, and impulsivity improved. There wasienerally no great improvement

in IQ, perception, and language ability.

attention span, short-term mylory, and cogn

1

changes were shown in

ve style l'en the child was on



anti-depressants. Intellectual and perceptual functioning silowed minimal

changes. In.antipsychotics, there are contradictory reports on'attentton

span and improvement of behavior. Ldng-term studies failed to docum

l2Sting educational gains as a result of any of the commonly used drugs.
4

Studies comparing treated children to unmedicated hyperactive children are
.4

A

generally unable to document any educational gains owing to the drugs.

This then suggests if a decision to medicate is made exclusively on the
,

basis of behavioral improvements, the cognitive and intellectual effects

of the treatment may be quite unpredictable and drugs should be used only

with utmost care and documentatibn of behavior.

4.
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Defi9e in exact term what the. bilidoes do so that eloch lime the behayioi occur§c-

anyone can observe thlt. t b41:116'r has o cured. Be_sure to define each behavior
r

yoO'concerned with. f I
el-

. ;

Example: If John gets
1
6it

.,
freqlently, and this behavior is one you wish to

,

control, flefine it
1

li t*Ille,johil lifts 11 .'s posterior six inches off the chair,
i

.

i' :y/ , 1.

he is covisidere bet014,bf Seat. You can simply rclord this bellaviorin chart
A.04-

form to deterj 4 the' behavior is increasing, decreasing or maintaining itself.

-

DATE

1 f .

t

OUT OF: SEAT

I-411 /Apri.J. 15

April 16r
, /7

April lit_

April 18

40

FtZEQUENCY,

BITTING OTHERS
A

)

TALKING OUT

1.-H1 .

.

,

4 i..-Fr7 1,
.

1 1 . U-J1
-

I

J-41-1 litlr
. / 11 I

1___J-if1 1 1' _ It 1 0/ ,

1

April J-H1

If behaviors
period chq4

9ir with.more regularity at particular periods, then tetord on Oaily

LAV
Name John Jones

Date Aprii
1

1 )

BEHAVIORS PERIOD I
'MUSIC

PERIOD II 'PERIOD III PERIOD IV_

LANGUAGE PLAY MATH

OUT OF SEAT /11/ 14
lif

V.

.///' ' .
10

4
1

HITTING OPERS
. ".

TALKING OUT.

.

/1 /1

,

.

ii / .

TOTAL FREIUENCY

-

3 7
*

5 6 21

4I.
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"0.
.GHILD'S NAME

. P

HAndbui #2
.

SCHOOL B HAVrOR CKLIST

INFORMANT

DATE FORM COMPLETED. t-4, MthONOLOGICAL ACE

4

INSTRUCTIONS:. 4C6mplate' thls checklist by cOnsidering the child's:behdV.iors since

the faSt time you' 'completed the checklist. Check the bo-x which.be'st describes.'

the child's heitaviq4.,. .0ther ObserVations and. notes should be wr'itten*at the

bott6m. ,This checklist- should b'e compld.befOre-drug therapy is i.nitiated,
. ,

durittg drug t,herapy;:and 4fter drug therapy:has bean terminated.

BEHAVIORS FREQUENCY
.

,

Frequently
observed

Occasionally
observed

Seldom
Observed

Never -

Obsn-ved
4-

;

.

.

.

1. Mood changes

.

2. Short attention
span

3. Easily frustrated
,

4. Demands attention
.

.
.

5. Disturbs others

6. Intefacts with
others

,

t

7. Hyperactive

8. Temper tantrums

-------- .

9. Distractible
,

,

10. Impulsive
,

Ll. Depressed
:.

12. Nervous
. i

L3. Sleepy

14._Aggressive

. .

.

, ,

15. Fidgety
.

_

. /

16. Complains of not
feeling well

Describe any changes in,the child's academic performance

3


